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Detector set-up
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_

AAP2012 at the 
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Power reactor core antineutrinos

_

antineutrino energy spectrum reveals the reactor 
core isotopic composition (235U and 239Pu)

~ 6000 ev/d  @  1m3  P=3GW D=20m

 ν fux proportional to power

 ν energy spectrum related to isotope decay

Antineutrinos are directly produced 
in fssion (~1020 ν/s) 

Integrated counts allow to monitor the reactor power 

Counts/day in organic scintillator 
detector (water-like)

_

_

_
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Why antineutrinos?

This is NOT the simplest way to monitor a reactor but ...

 independent on-line monitor of the reactor power

 the measurement is performed outside the core (safety issues) 
and does not afect the normal plant operations

 detector installation does not need any engineering work  and 
can be done anytime in any plant

 antineutrino can not be shielded and are only sensitive to 
fssion material

 direct measurement of core nuclear activity and fuel burn-up

 early detection of unauthorized  plutonium production  and 
subtraction (sensitivity down to 10th kg)

 Plant decommissioning after a nuclear disaster (eg Fukushima)
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Bernstein, et al., J. Appl. Phys.: 91 (2002)Bernstein, et al., J. Appl. Phys.: 91 (2002)

Core isotopic composition

 Antineutrino rate varies with 
time and isotope

Antineutrino energy 
spectrum 

 As reactor fuel burns the 
composition change
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How to detect antineutrinos?

Inverse beta decay:  ν p → β+ n

both detected

 E
ν 
~ E

e+

 few MeV positron: ionization
 e+ e- → γ γ (2 x 0.511 MeV)
 prompt signal (t<1µs)

 thermalization (np→np)
 capture on nucleus A
 γ cascade (E

tot
 = 2-8 MeV)

 delayed signal (τ ~ 5-100 µs)

  E
ν

 Reaction threshold E
ν
=1.8 MeV

 → reactor-of contribution (long-life isotopes 
emitting low E

n
) is negligible!

 E
ν 
(1.8 - 7 MeV)

  β+

  n 
 energy deposition
 time interval
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Detector requirements

Inverse beta decay:  ν p → β+ n

 proton-rich target

 active target to detect e+ ionization

 ~1 m3 target volume (low σν p → β+ n~10-43cm-2 @ E
ν
~MeV)

 high segmentation for background rejection

 homogeneous target to have good e+ energy resolution

 clear signature for neutron capture

 small n-capture time (τ
cap

) to reduce e+/n time coincidence 

window

 good cosmic rays background shielding/rejection 
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Does it work?
Sandia National Laboratory antineutrino detector (SONGS1)

 S.Onofre (Ca) 3.5 GW commercial power plant 

Gd-doped
liquid scintillator cells

muon veto

water 
shielding

1m

 Daily power monitoring using only antineutrinos

 Preliminary indication of
Burnup efect

Detection efciency (10.7±±1.5) %
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Previous doped liquid scintillator showed aging problems
Need testing commercial available samples (BC-525)

Plastic scintillator advantages:
 chemical stability longer in time
 easier assembling
 null chemical hazard

Diferent possible solutions:
 1) standard plastic scintillator + Cd foils or Gd /foils-paint

Explored, G4 simulations done, reasonable results, easy mechanic assembly
but a high segmentation is required to not degrade energy resolution and 

light collection (higher costs?)

 2) doped plastic
Commercial available: B-loaded plastic scintillator Saint-Gobain BC-454 (5%) 
but

10 x 10 x 100cm = 200k euro

Research group: Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro (Italy)
Research group: Oak Ridge National Lab (USA)
Research group: Dubna (Russia)

Is liquid scintillator the only possible solution?

Technology for Gd-doped plastic scintillator is not good enough!

Plastic scintillator wrapped in Gd-coated mylar foils 
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 Active volume: ~1m3

 N scintillator bars wrapped in 
12.5µm Mylar-Gd foils
 Bar sizes: 3-7 x 3-7 x 100-150 cm3

 2”-3'' PMT on Each side 
 10-15% of produced light collected
 minimum light attenuation

plastic scintillator attenuation lenght 
~300cm@425nm

 ADC and TDC read-out 

CORMORAD
CORe MOnitoRing by Antineutrino Detection

 Project part of the INFN-E strategic plan and in the INFN-Ansaldo agreement

 Over-ground operated detector: bg rejection by multiplicity and passive shield
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Reaction selection and bg rejection

 Antineutrino interact with H in plastic
β+ 0 – 8 MeV <E>=3.4 (±1.3) MeV 

 Positron releases energy within a cell
<Mean free path> = 1.6 (±0.6) cm

 Then annihilates β+e-→ γ γ   (96% at rest)
 two γ interact via Compton scattering

<Eγ>= 0.46 (±0.1) MeV

dannihilation - frst Compton = 12.5 (±6.5) cm
dCompton1 -  Compton2 = 19 (±8) cm

 n thermalizes (np→np)
 tenth of cm (> cell size)
 capture on A
 delayed signal (τ �  5-100 µs)
 EDelayed = Eelastic + 7-8 MeV
 High hit multiplicity

Delayed signal (1-100 µs)Prompt signal (<1µs)

Signal ν p → β+ n

 Eν ∝ EPrompt = Eion + 2 x 0.511 MeV
 Nhit > 2

Neutron capture
energy spectrum

Capture 
on Gd 

Capture 
on H 

Ethr=100keV 
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Reaction selection and bg rejection

 Atmospheric and solar     →      negligible
 
 Cosmic muons
random coincidence in a wide time-window

 Residual radioactivity in PMTs and surrounding material

 Cosmic and spallation neutron
slowed down by elastic np scattering
p fast signal (similar to e+)
n delayed signal (as in inverse β decay)

 Reactor background 
thermal neutrons

few MeV gammas from n activation

Background

→ tracked and rejected  
     in of-line analysis

→ trigger optimization
of-line rejection
passive shielding

→ random coincidences 
depending on the single hit rates

need shielding

→  same time-coincidence signature 
 rejected by using hit multiplicity    

      need segmented detector !
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CORMORAD prototype
CORMORINO

scale (1:3)3 ~3% m3

 Size: 40 x 30 x 30 cm3

Prototype cell
 4 30x5x5 cm3 NE110 bars
 1 5x10x10 cm3 NE110 block
 12.5 µm Gd foils wrapping

 Light read-out: 
18 Photonis 
XP2312 3” PMTs
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 CORMORINO Calibration

 Capture time
T

delay
-T

prompt
 =e-t/τ+P

0

τ ~ 45µs

µs

 241Am is an intense α emitter →
 9Be (α,n) 12C
 60% of n are emitted with a 4.4 MeV γ (frst 

excited 2+ state of 12C)
 The prompt (gamma) and delayed n 

capture mimics the anti-neutrino signal 
 Neutron rate: 5 103 n/s

Am/Be gammas
Energy prompt

(out-of-time 
subtracted)

w/o γ screen
with γ screen

Am/Be neutrons
Energy delay

(out-of-time subtracted)

data
SIM GEANT4

MeVMeV
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CORMORINO @ Cernavoda (Ro)
Test run in Cernavoda (Ro) SNN 
nuclear power plant during 
outage/restart in May 09

Test Goals
 In-situ measurement
 Experimental set-up optimization
 Background rates
 Reactor On/Of change
 MC validation
 Data analysis optimization

 2 GW reactor of/on for maintenance
 ~30m far from the reactor core
 In-truck movable detector

Unit 2Test runs
 Reactor of

 ~1 week; natural bg
 Reactor on

~3 weeks; max power
 Reactor on + B-shield

 ~2 weeks; bg nature 

Detector

Shield 
building

Truck

 Remotely controlled using a 
modem/phone connection (VM/HV)

  Smooth running
  Cosmic ray runs for calibration
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Event Rate and plant power

 Rate atteso di antineutrini: 2.5 10-5 Hz
 Rate totale a reattore acceso misurato: 8Hz

R
A
T
E

(Hz)

Recorded DAQ rate 

Reactor restart 

Reactor ON: full 
power

Reactor OFF

Reactor ON: with 
B-shield

Reactor power (from SNN) 

Calculated from DAQ 
rate assuming: 

Rsingle �  Power 
R

double
 = 2 τ R

single
R

single

Provided by SNN

 Expected anti-nu rate: 2.5 10-5 Hz
 Measured rate (Reac-ON): 8Hz

Rate 
dominated 

by bg

Reac-OFF: natural bg, cosmic µ, n

Reac-On: reactor  γ  and n
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Reactor OFF
(cosmic µ and n) 

Time-correlated neutron rate: (1.2 ± 0.1) 10-2 Hz

Tdl-Tpr = p1e-t/τ  + p3

τ ~ 40 µs 

Correlated events:

neutrons Uncorrelated 
events: 

muons, noise, 
RND ...
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Cosmic neutrons 
(GEANT4 simulations)

 Cernavoda Reactor OFF

Genova OPEN-AIR

GEANT4 sim (x 0.5)

GEANT4 sim (x 0,3)

rgenerato
c
n RR ε⋅=

isotropa    ;  cos ϕθ3

Generated 
spectrum

Detector 
efficiency

Prompt E 
spectrum

Delayed E 
spectrum
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Reactor ON

Tdl-Tpr ≅ costReactor OFF

Tdl-Tpr = p1e-t/τ  + p3

Reactor ON
(γ and n) 

 Increased rate
 Increased uncorrelated component

Reactor 
ON

Background 
from the 
reactor

 Time-uncorrelated → gamma form reactor

 Time correlated (on top of cosmic n) → neutrons from reactor
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Cernavoda CANDU simulations

neutron and gamma fluxes were 
generated with a realistic core 

description (but not a CANDU)! and 
transported to the CORMORINO 

position

Full core and surrounding buildings 
geometry implemented in MCNPX 

framework

Ansaldo SpA
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Data (no B-shield)

GEANT4 sim

Data  (+ B-shield)

GEANT4 sim (+ B-shield)

Direct & activation gammas (sim/data)

 16O activation 
photons

 16O activation 
photons

Simulated photon spectrum

GEANT4  simulation

Energy spectrum:  MCNPX simulation 
starting from a realistic 
core/materials description +  
normalization to a dose measurement 
close to the core

Angular distribution: straight line from 
reactor core

Activation: mainly from cooling water

n + 16O → p +16N
16N → 16O* + e+ + anti-nu
16O* → 16O  + γ (6.13 MeV 92%)

Simulated photon spectrum

Photon rate (R
single

)
R

double
 = 2 τ R

single
R

single

w and w/o B-shiled (15 cm thikness, in front of the detector)

Unshilded: 68,3 +- 0.1 Hz

Shielded: 47.2 +- 0.1 Hz

Shilded/Unshielded ~ 30% (~27% from GEANT SIM)

Good agreement data/sim for 
spectra and absolute rates
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Neutrons from reactor (sim/data)

Neutrons produced by the reactor  activity 
are a correlated component of the 

spectrum, with the same signature of the 
anti-nu signal 

Needed to be shielded!

Neutron rates

w and w/o B-shiled (15 cm thikness, in front of the detector)

Unshielded: (2.5 +- 0.2) 10-2 Hz

Shielded:  (1.1 +- 0.4) 10-2 Hz

Shilded/Unshielded ~ 45% (~30% from GEANT SIM)

Reasonable agreement data/sim 
for relative rates

Simulated neutron spectrum

GEANT4  simulation

Energy spectrum:  MCNPX simulation 
starting from a realistic 
core/materials description in the 
range 10-2 < E < 10 MeV

Angular distribution: straight line from 
reactor core (it may be wrong)

After cosmic-n subtraction from the correlated part of the time  

spectrum  (real double coincidences!) something remains ... 

 No absolute normalization in sim

 We compared  B-shield effect in data/sim  
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Rates 
as seen or expected from CORMORINO with optimized analysis cuts

Expected rate

detected rates

particle Rate (Hz)

Anti-nu (1.1 ± 0.1) 10-5            < 1ν/d

gamma (from reactor) (7.8 ± 0.1)  10-3

neutron (from reactor) (3.1 ± 0.5)  10-3

neutron (cosmic) (2.3 ± 0.2)  10-3

Detection strategy
towards a full-scale detector

It is not possible to extract from these data the anti-nu signal
… but this was only a prototype!

1) Increase anti-nu rate by loosing DAQ trigger and analysis conditions

2) Reduce to negligible value any reactor-correlated bg

3) Reduce as much as possible cosmic n bg 
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Rates 
as seen or expected from CORMORINO with optimized analysis cuts

Expected rate

detected rates

particle Rate (Hz)

Anti-nu (1.1 ± 0.1) 10-5            < 1ν/d

gamma (from reactor) (7.8 ± 0.1)  10-3

neutron (from reactor) (3.1 ± 0.5)  10-3

neutron (cosmic) (2.3 ± 0.2)  10-3

Detection strategy
towards a full-scale detector

It is not possible to extract from these data the anti-nu signal
… but this was only a prototype!

1) Increase anti-nu rate by loosing DAQ trigger and analysis conditions
→ full size ~1m3 detector

2) Reduce to negligible value any reactor-correlated bg
→ passive screens

3) Reduce as much as possible cosmic n bg 
→ passive screens
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98 cm

34 cm
44 cm
20 cm

98 cm
130 cm60 cm33 cm

Detailed simulations (GEANT4) with ~1 m3

 Best detector confguration
 Active volume: ~1.25m3

 784 scintillator bars wrapped in 12.5µm 
Mylar-Gd foils
 Bar sizes: 3.5x3.5x130cm3

 196x2 = 392 3”PMT

Of-line analysis

 efciency
 bg rejection

Loose cuts Tight cuts

... a passive shield does a better job!

B-loaded paraffin

Loose cuts set

0.008%

4%
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Expected performance (GEANT4) with 1.25 m3

Neutron
capture time

τ ~ 40 µs

Antineutrino
energy 

resolution
∆E ± 0.5 MeV 

Neutron capture
energy spectrum
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Expected performance and results (GEANT4)

239Pu

235U

 Fuel burn-up integrating over N days
N=8 days N=10 days N=20 days

Monitoring of the core power 
integrating over diferent time 
window

Solid: generated
Dashed : reconstructed (data ft)
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98 cm

34 cm

44 cm

20 cm

98 cm

130 cm60 cm33 cm

14 cm

130 cm

 Size: 130 x 98 x 98 cm3

 14x14 plastic scint bars
 12.5 µm Gd foils wrapping 
 98 PMTs readout

B-loaded paraffin

B-loaded 

paraffin

Iron

Optimized detector

particle Rate (Hz)

Anti-nu (2.5 ± 0.5)  10-2

gamma (from reactor) (3 ± 1)  10-3

neutron (from reactor) (2.2 ± 0.7)  10-5

neutron (cosmic) (5.8 ± 0.6)  10-2
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98 cm

34 cm

44 cm

20 cm

98 cm

130 cm60 cm33 cm

14 cm

130 cm

 Size: 130 x 98 x 98 cm3

 14x14 plastic scint bars
 12.5 µm Gd foils wrapping 
 98 PMTs readout

negligible

Iron + B-loaded paraffin + lead

Lead (reactor gammas)

B-loaded paraffin (reactor neutron)

3.41 + 0.59 t +2.89 t

4.76 t

0.81 t

Detector 1.48 t

13.9 t total
still fts container 

load

B-loaded paraffin

B-loaded 

paraffin

Iron

Optimized detector

~ 90 anti-nu/h

3σ separation in ~30' 
measurement

particle Rate (Hz)

Anti-nu (2.5 ± 0.5)  10-2

gamma (from reactor) (3 ± 1)  10-3

neutron (from reactor) (2.2 ± 0.7)  10-5

neutron (cosmic) (5.8 ± 0.6)  10-2
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14 cm

130 cm

particle Rate (Hz)

Anti-nu (2.5 ± 0.5)  10-2

gamma (from reactor) (3 ± 1)  10-3

neutron (from reactor) (2.2 ± 0.7)  10-5

neutron (cosmic) (5.8 ± 0.6)  10-2

 Size: 130 x 98 x 98 cm3

 14x14 plastic scint bars
 12.5 µm Gd foils wrapping 
 98 PMTs readout

negligible

~ 90 anti-nu/h

3σ separation in ~30' 
measurement

B-loaded paraffin + lead

Lead (reactor gammas)

B-loaded paraffin (reactor neutron)

0.59 t +2.89 t

4.76 t

0.81 t

Detector 1.48 t

10.5 t total
still fts container 

load

B-loaded paraffin

B-loaded 
paraffin

Optimized detector

Pb

Pb

CORMORAD

Paraffina 
borata

Paraffi
na
  borata

calcestruzzo

98 cm

50 cm

44 cm

20 cm

98 cm

130 cm60 cm33 cm

concrete

B-loaded 
paraffin

B-loaded 
paraffin
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particle eff % Rate (Hz)

Anti-nu 80 (4.4 ± 0.5)  10-2

gamma (from reactor) 0.001 (4 ± 1)  10-3

neutron (from reactor) 0.001 (7 ± 2)  10-4

neutron (cosmic) 3 (5.1 ± 0.4)  10-2

negligible

~ 160 anti-nu/h

Ansaldo + JLab LAC (2m3)

3σ separation:    in 10' 
δP/P~ 20%:  in 30'
δP/P~ % (via γ)   in ''

 Size: 200 x 100 x 100 cm3

 600 plastic scint bars (grouped in 6)
 12.5 µm Gd foils wrapping 
 220 PMTs readout
 Same Fe/B/Lead shielding

Reuse of JLab/LAC calorimeter

Total weight ~ 21t compatible with a 

ISO 20' (2.3x2.3x5.8m3) container
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New (k€) Adapting JLab LAC

Detector (sci+PMTs) 605 80

Passive shielding 85 70

Machining 15 70

Electronics 250 165

TOTAL 955 385

TOTAL 
+ 10% contingency 

1050 425

Cost estimate
 using JLab LAC (2m3)
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Conclusions

 Antineutrino are detected via inverse-beta decay  measuring the 
(fast) positron and the (delayed) neutron

 The proposed detector CORMORAD is made by plastic scintillator 
bars wrapped in thin gadolinium foils

 Segmentation (individual bar read-out) helps in reducing the 
background

 A (1:3)3  prototype has been built in Genova and installed for 1 
month run close to Unit 2 core of  Cernavoda (Ro) NPP

 Data shown that γ  and n reactor-correlated bg dominates the 
measured data rate

 Passive shielding is necessary to remove correlated bg and 
reduce cosmic n rate (E>100MeV)

 A full scale ~1m3 detector would be able to measure 90 ν/h with a 
minimum sampling time of 3h 

 Detector design and simulations done, now waiting for investors 
(0.5-1.0 M€)
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